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Abstract
We propose a new algorithm to incorporate class conditional information into the discriminator of GANs via a multi-class
generalization of the commonly used Hinge loss. Our approach is in contrast to most GAN frameworks in that we train a
single classifier for K + 1 classes with one loss function, instead of a real/fake discriminator, or a discriminator classifier
pair. We show that learning a single good classifier and a single state of the art generator simultaneously is possible in
supervised and semi-supervised settings. With our multi-hinge loss modification we were able to improve the state of the art
CIFAR10 IS & FID to 9.58 & 6.40, CIFAR100 IS & FID to 14.36 & 13.32, and STL10 IS & FID to 12.16 & 17.44. The code
written with PyTorch is available at https://github.com/ilyakava/BigGAN-PyTorch.
1. Introduction
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [18] are an attractive approach to constructing generative models that mimic a
target distribution, and have shown to be capable of learning to generate high-quality and diverse images directly from data
[7]. Conditional GANs [29] (cGANs) are a type of GAN that use conditional information such as class labels to guide the
training of the discriminator and the generator. Most frameworks of cGANs either augment a GAN by injecting (embedded)
class information into the architecture of the real/fake discriminator [31], or add an auxiliary loss that is class based [36].
We place the class conditional structure at the forefront of the generative model by proposing a loss that ensures generator
updates are always class specific. Rather than training a function that measures the information theoretic distance between the
generative distribution and one target distribution, we generalize the successful hinge-loss [28] that has become an essential
ingredient of many GANs [38, 7] to the multi-class setting and use it to train a single generator classifier pair [38]. While the
canonical hinge loss made generator updates according to a class agnostic margin a real/fake discriminator learned [28], our
multi-class hinge-loss GAN updates the generator according to many classification margins. With this modification, we are
able to accelerate training and achieve state of the art Inception Scores on CIFAR10, CIFAR100, and STL10.
2. Background
A Generative Adversarial Network [18] is a framework to train a generative model that maps random vectors z ∈ Z into
data example space x ∈ X concurrently with a discriminative network that evaluates its success by judging examples from
the dataset and generator as real or fake. The GAN was originally formulated as the minimax game:
max
D
Ex∼pd [log(D(x))] + Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))],
min
G
Ez∼pz [log(1−D(G(z)))],
(1)
where pd is the real data distribution consisting of examples x ∈ X , pz is the latent distribution over the latent space Z ,
G : Z → X is the generator neural network, and D : X → [0, 1] is the discriminator neural network. The GAN model
transfers the success of the deep discriminative model D to the generative model G and succeeds in generating impressive
samples G(z).
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Figure 1: Figure (adapted from [31]) showing architecture differences between cGANs input concat 1a [29] and hidden
concat 1b [37], ACGAN 1c [36], projection discriminator GAN 1d [31], and our architecture MHingeGAN 1e.
2.1. Loss Functions for Training GANs
In this paper we will use the word ”loss” (and symbol L) for a quantity that we minimize when optimizing. For clarity we
rewrite the GAN optimization problem in a more generic form [14] that is amenable to discussion and programming:
min
D
Ex∼pd [f(D(x))] + Ez∼pz [g(D(G(z)))],
min
G
Ez∼pz [h(D(G(z)))].
(2)
Note the two minimums. This is a minor change that will allow us to say that the discriminator seeks to minimize the
”discriminator loss,” and the generator seeks to minimize the ”generator loss.” We also don’t restrict D to the unit interval
but instead D : X → R.
In this case to regain the minimax objective in equation (1) we set f(w) = log(1 + e−w) and h(w) = −g(w) =
−w− log(1 + e−w) [14]. [18] showed that this choice minimizes the Jensen-Shannon divergence between pd and pg, which
denotes the model distribution implicitly defined by G(z), z ∼ pz . The minimax objective however was difficult to train, [3]
observed that when the discriminator became accurate, that the gradient for the generator vanished.
The study of various ways to measure the divergence or distance between pd and pg has been a fruitful source of improved
loss functions that make training more stable and samples G(z) of higher quality. [35] showed that the Jensen-Shannon
divergence is just one of a family of f-divergences that can be used with success. WGAN [4] found that to minimize the
Earth-Mover or Wasserstein-1 distance between pd and pg, we should set f(w) = −w, h(w) = −g(w) = −w and clip
the weights of D. This setting greatly improved the ease and quality of training and reduced the mode dropping problem
of GANs. In [32] the Wassertstein-1 distance was shown to be a special instance of minimizing the integral probability
metric (IPM) between pd and pg. [32] introduced a mean and covariance feature matching IPM loss (McGAN) following the
empirical successes of the Maximum Mean Discrepancy objective [27] and feature matching [38].
The mean feature matching of McGAN has a geometric interpretation as well, [28] found that the gradient updates of
feature matching for generator updates are normal to the separatating hyperplane learned by the discriminator. [28] also
found that using the SVM like hinge-loss choice of f(w) = max(0, 1 − w), g(w) = max(0, 1 + w) and h(w) = −w
[28, 41] the gradient updates would be similar to those of McGAN. When combined with spectral normalization of weights
inD [30], the hinge loss greatly improves performance, and has become a mainstay in recent state of the art GANs [7, 45, 31].
In this work we generalize this hinge loss to a multi-class setting. Some additional choices for f, g, h and their consequences
are summarized in [14].
2.2. Supervised Training for Conditional GANs
Conditional GANs (cGANs) are a type of GAN that use conditional information [29] in the discriminator and generator.
G and D become functions of the pairs (z ∼ pz, y ∼ pd) and (x, y) ∼ pd, where y is the conditional data, for example the
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class labels of an image. For example, in a cGAN with a hinge loss, the discriminator would minimize LD in equation (3),
and the generator would minimize LG in equation (3), as in [45, 7].
LD =E(x,y)∼pd [max(0, 1−D(x, y))]
+Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1 +D(G(z, y), y))]
=LDreal + LDfake,
LG =− Ez∼pz,y∼pd [D(G(z, y), y)].
(3)
We briefly review some relevant work on using conditional information to train the discriminator of GANs, as well as uses
of classifiers.
In the discriminator many approaches use class labels to add more structure in the latent space by concatenating (embeded)
labels y ∼ pd to the input [29] or at some intermediate feature vector in the discriminator [13, 37, 15]. A projection
discriminator [31] is a type of conditional discriminator that adds the inner product between an intermediate feature and a
class embedding to its final output, and proves highly effective when combined with spectral normalization in G [31, 45, 7].
Using multiple discriminator networks [33, 17] or multiple sub-networks of a single discriminator [34] has also been explored.
Several GANs have used a classifier in addition to or in place of a discriminator to improve training. CatGAN [40] replaces
the discriminator with aK class classifier trained with cross entropy loss that the generator tries to confuse. ALI [15] trains an
encoder decoder pair with a discriminator, while also using the encoder for inference in a semi-supervised setting. ACGAN
[36] uses an auxiliary classification network or extra classification layer appended to the discriminator, and adds the cross
entropy loss from this network to the minimax GAN loss. Triple GAN [8] trains a classifier in addition to a discriminator and
updates it with a special minimax type loss.
Most relevant to this work is the Improved GAN [38] K + 1 classifier originally proposed for semi-supervised learning
with feature matching loss. The single conditional critic architecture of D : (x, y) → R is swapped for the classifier
architecture C : x→ RK+1 where there are K class labels and an extra label for fake images (the ”+1”) [38]. The Improved
GAN trains this classifier architecture in a semi-supervised setting with log-likelihood loss, and trains the generator with the
mean feature matching loss. This work uses the Improved GAN K + 1 classifier but instead alters the class agnostic feature
matching loss used there with class specific multi-hinge loss terms. BadGAN [11] used the Improved GAN to achieve state
of the art performance on semi-supervised learning and found in their setting that the aim of having a low classification error
on the K real classes is orthogonal to generating realistic examples.
3. Multi-Hinge Loss
We propose a multi-hinge loss as a competitive alternative to projection discrimination [31], the current state of the art in
cGANs. Our formulation uses the K + 1 classifier architecture of [38], but instead of using cross entropy to train this fake
v.s. realk, k = 1, . . . ,K classifier, we generalize the binary hinge loss [28, 41] to a multi-class hinge loss known for SVMs
[10], and use it to train a spectrally normalized WGAN [4, 20, 30].
We denote the classifier architecture [38] as C : x → RK+1 where the class labels are y ∈ {1, · · · ,K} and the label
for fake images is 0. We let Ck(x) denote the kth element of the vector output of C for an example x, which represents the
affinity of class k for x. The multi-hinge loss for the classifier LC is:
LC =E(x,y)∼pd [max(0, 1− Cy(x) + C¬y(x))]
+Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1 + C¬0(G(z, y))− C0(G(z, y)))]
=LCreal + LCreal,
(4)
where C¬y(x) is the classifier’s highest affinity for any label that is ”not y”: C¬y(x) = maxk 6=y Ck(x), y = 0, 1, . . . ,K.
For the generator, we find the best performance when pairing the class specific multi-hinge loss with a class agnostic
feature matching loss, as will be discussed in Section 3.2:
LG,λ = λ Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1− C¬y(G(z, y)) + Cy(G(z, y)))]
+ ‖Ez∼pz,y∼pd [Cfeat(G(z, y)]− Ex∼pd [Cfeat(x)]‖1
= λ LG,CS + LG,FM ,
(5)
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The advantage of training a classifier and generator trained with LC in equation (4) and LG,λ in equation (5) is the main
result of our paper. In the following sections we discuss the motivation for each of these components, and mention what
happens when we train the generator without the class specific term LG,CS .
3.1. Motivation behind the Multi-Hinge Loss
In this section we describe the motivation for LC in equation (4). A class conditional discriminator should obviously not
output ”real” when it is conditioned on the wrong class. That is for a pair (x, y) ∼ pd we expect if our discriminator loss is
minimized then so is the quantity: 1−D(x, y) +D(x, k), k 6= y (recall that in WGANs D is not a probability measure and
may take values outside [0, 1]). This quantity is positive for all k so long as the output of the discriminator conditioned on
the correct label is larger by at least one than the discriminator conditioned on the rest of the labels. To explicitly enforce this
margin, we could minimize the expectation:
LDreal =E(x,y)∼pd [max(0, 1−D(x, y) + max
k 6=y
D(x, k))] (6)
This form of a hinge-loss has been used by [10] in their formulation of efficient multi-class kernel SVMs. For this loss to be
minimized the discriminator must always have an affinity for the correct label y by a margin of 1 over the incorrect labels
k 6= y. The function inside the ReLU can be thought of as: one minus the affinity for the target label plus the affinity for
the maximum wrong label. The ReLU max(0, ·) leads equation (6) to ignore cases where the correct decision is made with a
margin more than 1. A clear downside of the loss in equation (6) compared to LDreal in equation (3) is that it takes K times
more operations to compute, however there is a simple way to avoid this extra computation.
Instead of training the generator with a single conditional critic architecture of D : (x, y) → R we use a single classifier
architecture C : x → RK+1 where the class labels are y ∈ {1, · · · ,K} and the label for fake images is 0 [38]. A single
evaluation of C(x) replaces K of D(x, k). For real data (x, y) ∼ pd we then enforce the margin between C(x)’s affinity for
class y and its affinity for not class y. That is we minimize the expectation:
LCreal =E(x,y)∼pd [max(0, 1− Cy(x) + C¬y(x))]. (7)
LCreal builds in class discriminability into the GAN training process.
Similarly, when we generate fake data from z ∼ pz, y ∼ pd we train our classifier to enforce the margin between the fake
class and all the real classes by minimizing the expectation:
LCfake =Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1 + C¬0(G(z, y))− C0(G(z, y)))]. (8)
Thus LC = LCreal + LCfake of equation (4) becomes our multi-hinge loss for the classifier.
A typical cGAN with hinge-loss will train its discriminator and generator to gradients orthogonal to a single real/fake
margin [28]. The multi-hinge Crammer-Singer loss we use with a classifier allows training the discriminator in a class
specific way. This constraining choice acts as a regularizer on the discrimination aim of the GAN pair. In section 4.2 we
show that this modification does indeed retain more conditional information in the discriminator/classifier of the GAN.
3.2. Generator Loss
For training the generator we find it is advantageous to not constrain it as strictly as the classifier, but to use both class
specific and class agnostic updates.
Class Agnostic Loss Choices. We find that class agnostic losses can even be used by themselves with no class specific term
to train a competitive generator. We compare the performance of two class agnostic losses, a feature matching loss, and the
”complement” of the Crammer-Singer multi-hinge loss. The well known mean feature matching loss [38, 32] we use to train
the generator is:
LG,FM = ‖Ez∼pz,y∼pd [Cfeat(G(z, y)]− Ex∼pd [Cfeat(x)]‖1 , (9)
where Cfeat denotes the features before the final classification layer of C. When used with real/fake discriminators this loss
has an interpretation of updating the G such that it generates examples on the wrong side of D’s discrimination hyperplane
[28]. The corresponding interpretation here would be that the generator is updated to generate examples on the wrong side
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of a hyperplane obtained from averaging the K class specific hyperplanes of C. This loss can be computed with labelled or
unlabelled examples alike from the real data distribution.
We find that a successful multi-hinge form loss is the complement of the Crammer-Singer loss LCfake, that is:
LG,CSC = Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1− C¬0(G(z, y)) + C0(G(z, y)))], (10)
This Crammer-Singer Complement (CSC) form ensures that the margin is at least 1 between at least one real class and the
fake class. A generator trained only with LG,CSC performs similarly to a generator trained only with LG,FM .
Class Specific Loss. Through experimentation we find the above relaxed class agnostic losses are easier to train alone than
several others that could be more specific; i.e. bounding the margin between the fake class and all real classes, or between
the fake class the correct y label class. However, adding a class specific loss with a small weight proved to be advantageous.
For this aim we use the same Crammer-Singer type loss that is used in the discriminator, and pair it with the feature matching
loss. Hence we set the loss for G to be equation (5). λ is a hyperparameter that balances how much class specificity should
be incorporated. In practice, if set too high then training collapses early, if set too low, then the generator never learns to use
its conditioning information.
3.3. Semi-Supervised Learning
When additional unlabeled data x ∼ punlab is available, we modify the classifier loss LC and the feature matching loss in
the generator slightly. For the classifier we add a single term:
LC =E(x,y)∼pd [max(0, 1− Cy(x) + C¬y(x))]
+Ez∼pz,y∼pd [max(0, 1 + C¬0(G(z, y))− C0(G(z, y)))]
+Ex∼punlab [max(0, 1− C¬0(x) + C0(x))],
(11)
and for the feature matching loss, we instead calculate the mean feature over the unlabeled data:
LG,FM = ‖Ez∼pz,y∼pd [Cfeat(G(z, y)]− Ex∼punlab [Cfeat(x)]‖1 . (12)
4. Experiments
As our baseline, we use the most basic BigGAN architecture [7] and add our loss implementations on top of the BigGAN-
PyTorch implementation [6]. The BigGAN baseline was chosen for its exceptional performance demonstrated in [7]. We
also tried our improvements to the conditional variant of the SNGAN [30] architecture which is like ACGAN; improvements
in IS were much more visible here, but still below the number reported by BigGAN. The BigGAN we use as a baseline is the
ResNet [21] GAN architecture [45, 31, 30] adapted for 32x32 and 48x48 resolutions, architecture details are in Section B.
Conditional information is given to G using class conditional BatchNorm [16, 12] and to D with projection discrimination
[31]. We train with the hinge loss [28, 41] in equation (3). Spectral norm is applied to both D and G [45, 31]. For size 32
images the optimization settings follow [6]: we use size 50 batches, learning rates of 2e−4 and take 4D steps perG step, and
normalize the weights as N (0, 0.02I). For size 48 images we use the optimization settings in [7, 6] with size 128 batches,
learning rates of 1e − 4 and 4e − 4 for G and D and 2 D steps per G step, and use orthogonal initialization. We use EMA
to average the weights of G with a decay of 0.9999 [7]. Features of BigGAN that we leave out attention layers [45], shared
embeddings, skip-z connections, and orthogonal regularization. We use 64 channels and limit most of our experiments to
100,000 iterations. To this baseline we compare the performance of the following models:
MHingeGAN. We train a single K + 1 classifier and generator pair and use the loss in equation (4) to train C and the loss
in equation (5) to train G. To do this we replace the final discriminator layer in the baseline’s D with a classification layer
and do not use any form of projection discriminator, i.e. C does not use y as an input. We set λ = 0.05 for this paper. This
setting was chosen by training on CIFAR100: it was the highest λ ∈ {0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0} that did not lead to early
collapse.
MHingeGAN SSL. To incorporate the use of unlabelled data in a semi-supervised setting, we add a single term to C’s loss
in MHingeGAN like in equation (11). We train G including the change in equation (12). λ = 0.05 for this model too.
These are our two best models. We also present results on some ablations of these two models:
MHingeGAN FM. This is simply MHingeGAN with λ set to 0.
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MHingeGAN CSC. This is MHingeGAN but with G trained via equation (10).
MHingeGAN FM SSL. This is MHingeGAN FM with the SSL changes in equations (11) and (12).
MHingeGAN CSC SSL. This is MHingeGAN SSL but with G trained via equation (10).
The key difference between the baseline BigGAN and the MHingeGANs is that the projection discriminator has been
removed, and in its place a K + 1 class classifier [38] is trained with one of the losses detailed above. The key difference
between MHingeGAN (SSL) and the ablations/alterations of it is that class specific training is done on the generator.
We use the Inception score (IS) [38] and Frechet Inception Distance (FID) for quantitative evaluation of our generative
models. We compute both over 10 independent groups of 5,000 randomly generated samples using the official tensorflow
implementations [1].
Table 1: Inception Scores and FIDs for supervised image generation. Each row corresponds to a single trained model. The
models we trained were chosen by minimizing the IS within 100,000 iterations. Methods that are not class conditional are
indicated by the †. The best number per column is bold faced.
Method CIFAR10
IS FID
Real data 11.23 (± .20)
Baseline 9.07 (± .13) 8.47
MHingeGAN 9.58 (± .09) 7.50
MHingeGAN CSC 9.35 (± .12) 15.11
MHingeGAN FM 7.42 (± .08) 34.10
BigGAN [7] 9.22 14.73
CA-GAN [34] 9.17 (± .13) -
Splitting GAN [19] 8.87 (± .09) -
CR-GAN [2] 8.40 11.67
SVD GAN [23] 8.21 (± .05) 19.5
Method CIFAR100
IS FID
Real data 14.79 (± .18)
Baseline 10.88 (± .19) 11.53
MHingeGAN 14.36 (± .17) 17.3
MHingeGAN CSC 8.79 (± .08) 21.03
MHingeGAN FM 7.86 (± .03) 31.55
SNGAN [39] 9.30 (± .08) 15.6
MSGAN† [42] - 19.74
4.1. Fully Supervised Image Generation
We present results on MHingeGAN on the CIFAR10 dataset and the CIFAR100 dataset [25, 24] in a fully supervised
manner. CIFAR10 contains 50,000 labeled training images of size 32x32 with 10 classes. CIFAR100 contains 50,000
labeled training images of size 32x32 with 100 classes. Performance comparisons to our baseline are in Table 1. Of the two
class agnostic models, MHingeGAN CSC outperformed MHingeGAN FM.
On CIFAR10, we beat the previous state of the art BigGAN with our model which has a much smaller batch size and
surpasses an IS of 9.22 by 25,000 steps (which takes only 5.3 hours on a single GeForce GTX TITAN X). On CIFAR100,
our best IS comes just 0.43 below the presumed limit (the IS of the real data). If we were to choose our best models by
minimizing FID, they would be (9.53 ± .14, 6.40) for CIFAR10, and (12.60 ± .16, 13.32) for CIFAR100 (IS,FID). Our two
class agnostic models show that class specificity is more important when more classes are present, as we discuss in the next
section.
4.2. Measuring the conditioning of the Discriminator and Generator
We attribute our model’s success from the fact that it incorporates more class specific information into both the discrim-
inator/classifier and the generator than projection discrimination. The way we measure this information was introduced in
Section 3.1 and is expanded here.
When we have a classifier like with MHingeGAN, it is straightforward to calculate the following four accuracies:
1. Train: The classifier predicts the label of real training data. We estimate this accuracy from 10k random examples.
This measures how well the information in the training data has been absorbed and therefore training progress.
2. Test: The classifier predicts the label of real testing data, the whole standard testing partition of the dataset is used.
This measures how good the classifier learned is, and at what point it starts to overfit.
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(a) Baseline (b) MHingeGAN CSC
z
(c) MHingeGAN
Figure 2: The four accuracies of Section 4.2 for CIFAR10 for 3 models. MHingeGAN CSC collapsed around 71k iterations.
(a) Baseline (b) MHingeGAN CSC (c) MHingeGAN
Figure 3: The four accuracies of Section 4.2 for CIFAR100 for 3 models. MHingeGAN collapsed around 58k iterations.
3. Self: We see if argmaxk=1,...,K Ck(G(z, y)) equals y. This measures how G incorporates the label information into
its output, as measured by our concurrently trained C. This measure self consistency.
4. Generator: We see if C(G(z, y)) equals y where C is a separately trained classifier on the training data (details
in Section D). We include this measure to again see how well G incorporates the label information into its output, as
measured by a more accurate network. The motivation to include this measure is driven more by our baseline BigGAN,
whose discriminator does not discriminate class labels well but whose generator clearly respects its conditioning. This
accuracy is meant to purely measure G’s use of the conditional information.
To compute class accuracies the fake class in the K + 1 classifier is always ignored, and the max over the real classes is
taken. For the baseline network with a projection discriminator, to perform classification we use the method mentioned in
Section 3.1. That is our ”classification” for an example x is argmaxk=1,...,K D(x, k), where each k is used as input to the
projection discriminator layer that was trained.
Conditional Information in C&D. We find that our suspicion from Section 3.1 is confirmed for the baseline projection
discriminator model: for (x, y) ∼ pd it is not the case that D(x, y) > D(x, k), k 6= y with high probability. This tells us
that the projection discriminator has not learned all the information given to it in the training data. We find that using the
multi-hinge loss indeed trains a better classifier than projection discrimination with a regular hinge loss, and that Cy(x) >
Ck(x), k 6= y with relatively high probability. For CIFAR10, we see that the train accuracy goes to 100% for the MHingeGAN
models in Figures 2b and 2c, but not for the projection discriminator baseline Figure 2a. The situation is even more dramatic
for CIFAR100, the projection discriminator is maximally activated for the correct class on training data at most 20% of the
time, while both MHingeGAN and MHingeGAN CSC approach 100%. On test data, the baseline only classifies 2-4x better
than random, while MHingeGAN does 60x better than random on CIFAR100. We don’t see any drastic overfitting in the
models, though the test accuracy does decrease slightly. From these charts we can say that less class information is stored in
the baseline’s D versus the MHingeGAN’s C, as expected. Similar charts for STL10 are in Section E.
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(a) CIFAR10 (b) CIFAR100 (c) STL10
Figure 4: The standard deviation of class prevalences (see Section 4.2) for 3 models per the 3 datasets we evaluate on. A std.
dev. of 0 would mean that the generator produces samples with the same uniform distribution of the class label y ∼ pd fed to
it; that C(G(z, y)) = y always.
Conditional Information in G. In Figure 2b and Figure 3b we notice that the self and generator accuracies are near random
for MHingeGAN CSC, indicating that the labels given to the generator in the class agnostic MHingeGAN CSC are not
respected. Curiously, we could conclude from these charts that the generator of MHingeGAN CSC is not conditional (in the
sense that it disregards its conditioning) even though the classifier clearly is. To take a closer look at this point, we introduce
the concept of the mean and standard deviation of class prevalence.
When we calculated the generator accuracies in Figures 2 and 3 and for STL with an auxiliary network C, we also recorded
the prevalence of each of the classes according to C. To measure the prevalence of a class k for a generator we generated
10,000 samples and calculated the fraction of the 10,000 that C classified as k. If our uniform prior over y ∼ pd were to be
completely respected by the examples generated, then we would expect the mean class prevalence to be 1/10 for CIFAR10
and 1/100 for CIFAR100, with a standard deviation of zero. In this case a conditional generator would use the label it was
conditioned on 100% accurately. If some classes were overproduced by the generator and others were underproduced, then
this standard deviation would be non-zero. In the case of an unconditionally trained generator (like our baseline for STL10),
there would be no reason to expect that the prior over labels the generator learned would be perfectly uniform. We show the
standard deviation over class prevalences for our models in Figure 4. In Figures 4a and 4b we see that the baseline has a
lower std. dev. than MHingeGAN CSC, and MHingeGAN has a lower std. dev. than the baseline. A higher class prevalence
std. dev. means class imbalances in the outputs of the generator, which we see hurts the IS and FID of MHingeGAN CSC in
Table 1. Qualitatively we notice the class imbalance leads to the class agnostic generators preferring to generate more simple
”blob” like objects and neglecting more complicated objects like dogs.
We see in Figure 4 that the class prevalence std. dev. is consistently lowest for MHingeGAN, and that both the self
and generator accuracies are highest for MHingeGAN in Figures 2 and 3. Both of these factors are likely important for the
exceptional IS and FID scores for MHingeGAN in Table 1. MHingeGAN having the lowest class prevalence std. dev. and
the highest generator accuracy indicates that the generator of MHingeGAN respects the conditional information input into it
more than the projection discriminator baseline. The higher self accuracy means that MHingeGAN’s classifier/discriminator
sees the conditional information of the generator better.
4.3. Semi-Supervised Image Generation
STL10 [9] is a subset from ImageNet which is more diverse than CIFAR10. It contains 105,000 images of size 96x96,
5,000 of which have class labels. We rescale the STL10 images down to 48x48 (the appendix contains some results on
32x32 STL10 images). We use this dataset in a semi-supervised way using both labeled and unlabeled images and train
MHingeGANs as described in Section 3.3. For our baseline, we tried training projection discrimination in a semi-supervised
manner by bypassing the projection layer when the conditioning label y was not present, but this led to collapse. Therefore our
baseline was an unconditional discriminator for the STL experiments. Because of this, we could not make the train/test/self
accuracy plots for the baseline generator we trained, but the four accuracies for two MHGANs are in Section E. The standard
deviation of the prevalences are in Figure 4c. We see that the highest std. dev. is in the fully unconditional baseline model,
followed by the class agnosticly trained MHingeGAN FM, and the class specific training of the MHingeGAN yields the
lowest std. dev.
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Table 2: Inception Scores and FIDs for supervised image generation. Each row corresponds to a single trained model. The
models we trained were chosen by minimizing the IS within 100,000 iterations. The best number per column is bold faced.
The images are randomly sampled from the bolded model. The classes are: Airplane, bird, car, cat, deer, dog, horse, monkey,
ship, truck.
Method STL10 48x48
IS FID
Real data 24.57 (± .38)
Baseline† 9.85 (± .12) 33.16
MHingeGAN SSL 12.16 (± .14) 17.59
MHingeGAN CSC SSL 9.76 (± .16) 30.58
MHingeGAN FM SSL 10.78 (± .12) 31.48
CA-GAN [2] 10.02 (± .13) -
Splitting GAN† [19] 9.50 (± .13) -
SVD GAN [23] 9.65 (± .06) 39.9
Compared to other methods, our MHingeGAN yields a higher IS and a lower FID. If we were to choose our best model by
minimizing FID, it would be an IS of 12.12 ± .17 with an FID of 17.44. We do notice that unlike at the resolution of 32x32,
between the two class agnostic losses FM works better than CSC loss, this could perhaps be due to the deeper 48x48 network
used for D/C leading to more semantic features. We did verify it was not was not because of the increased batch size.
5. Conclusion
We find MHingeGAN to be a powerful alternative to projection discrimination, and show that MHingeGAN retains more
class specific information than projection discrimination in Section 4.2. Tables 1 and 2 show state of the art performance
of MHingeGAN on the CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets, and MHingeGAN SSL on the STL10 dataset. The class specific
loss on the generator is shown to be essential for superior performance, and stores more conditional information in the
discriminator/classifier and the generator. The class specificity of MHingeGAN stands out in the 100 class case especially.
MHingeGAN is able to perform well in both fully supervised and semi-supervised settings, and learns an accurate classifier
concurrently with a high quality generator.
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Appendix A. IS & FID plots
(a) IS (b) FID
Figure 5: CIFAR10.
(a) IS (b) FID
Figure 6: CIFAR100.
Full IS and FID progress for our best model, our baseline, and the better of the two class agnostic ablations/alterations are
shown in Figures 5 to 7 for the three datasets we evaluate on.
Appendix B. Network details
The networks we used are shown in Tables 3 to 6. These are the same architectures as used in [30] and elsewhere.
We also note that in training MHingeGAN CSC we found that decreasing the number of discriminator steps per generator
step from 4 to 1 and both G and D learning rates to 1e − 4 after the first 25,000 iterations improved training. This greatly
helps to accelerate training, decreasing it earlier led to slower early training. We did not see a similar effect in our baseline.
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(a) IS (b) FID
Figure 7: STL10 48x48.
Table 3: 32× 32 Generator network.
z ∈ R128 ∼ N (0, 0.02)
dense, 4× 4× 256
ResBlock up 256
ResBlock up 256
ResBlock up 256
BN, ReLU, 3× 3 conv, Tanh
Table 4: 48× 48 Generator network.
z ∈ R128 ∼ Orthogonal
dense, 3× 3× 1024
ResBlock up 1024
ResBlock up 512
ResBlock up 256
ResBlock up 128
BN, ReLU, 3× 3 conv, Tanh
Appendix C. Random Samples from our best model
See Figures 8 to 10.
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Table 5: 32× 32 Discriminator/Classifier network.
x ∈ R32×32×3
ResBlock down 256
ResBlock down 256
ResBlock 256
ResBlock 256
ReLU
Global sum pooling
linear→ 1 or K + 1
Table 6: 48× 48 Discriminator/Classifier network.
x ∈ R48×48×3
ResBlock down 64
ResBlock down 128
ResBlock down 256
ResBlock down 512
ResBlock 1024
ReLU
Global sum pooling
linear→ 1 or K + 1
Appendix D. Auxiliary network details
For CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 we train a Densenet121 network [22, 26]. These have test set accuracies of 95% and 70%
on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100. For STL10 we trained a MixMatch network with 86% test accuracy [5, 44]. We chose these
networks because of their availability, and that their test set accuracies are higher than our best C’s accuracy for each dataset.
Appendix E. Additional STL results
Figure 11 shows the four accuracies for STL10 48x48.
E.1. Some 32× 32 STL results
There are few comparisons to make in the literature, but our MhingeGAN is also state of the art on STL10 at 32x32
Table 7.
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Figure 8: CIFAR10 samples. The classes are: Plane, car, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, truck.
Table 7: Inception Scores and FIDs for supervised image generation. Methods that are not class conditional are indicated by
the †. The best number per column is bold faced.
Method STL10 32x32
IS FID
Real data 15.67 (± .18)
Baseline† 9.26 (± .07) 15.95
MHingeGAN SSL 10.12 (± .12) 8.76
MHingeGAN CSC SSL 10.45 (± .09) 12.57
MHingeGAN FM SSL 7.89 (± .11) -
EMA GAN† [43] 8.39 (± .10) 19.64
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(a) Classes 1-25. (b) Classes 26-50.
Figure 9: CIFAR100 samples. Classes 1-25 are: Apples, aquarium fish, baby, bear, beaver, bed, bee, beetle, bicycle, bottles,
bowls, boy, bridge, bus, butterfly, camel, cans, castle, caterpillar, cattle, chair, chimpanzee, clock, cloud, cockroach. Classes
26-50 are: Couch, crab, crocodile, cups, dinosaur, dolphin, elephant, flatfish, forest, fox, girl, hamster, house, kangaroo,
keyboard, lamp, lawn-mower, leopard, lion, lizard, lobster, man, maple, motorcycle, mountain.
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(a) Classes 51-75. (b) Classes 76-100.
Figure 10: CIFAR100 samples. Classes 51-75 are: Mouse, mushrooms, oak, oranges, orchids, otter, palm, pears, pickup
truck, pine, plain, plates, poppies, porcupine, possum, rabbit, raccoon, ray, road, rocket, roses, sea, seal, shark, shrew. Classes
76-100 are: Skunk, skyscraper, snail, snake, spider, squirrel, streetcar, sunflowers, sweet peppers, table, tank, telephone,
television, tiger, tractor, train, trout, tulips, turtle, wardrobe, whale, willow, wolf, woman, worm.
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(a) MHingeGAN SSL (b) MHingeGAN FM SSL
Figure 11: Four accuracies for STL10 48x48.
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